ASSIGNMENT BEFORE INCORPORATING CRITICAL THINKING ELEMENTS:

1. Write a research paper on the nature of the elementary child learner. Include learning theories applicable to elementary-level learners, instructional strategies that are most appropriate for this age group, the stages of childhood and their impact on student learning. Address the topics in terms of elementary education. The paper must be a minimum of five pages excluding the title page, outline and bibliography. There must be a minimum of eight different sources used in writing the paper. (Use APA’s 6th edition format in the writing of your paper.)

ASSIGNMENT AFTER INCORPORATING CRITICAL THINKING ELEMENTS:

1. Write a research paper on the nature of the elementary child learner. Include learning theories applicable to elementary-level learners, instructional strategies that are most appropriate for this age group, the stages of childhood and their impact on student learning. Address the topics in terms of elementary education. The paper must be a minimum of five pages excluding the title page, outline and bibliography. There must be a minimum of eight different sources used in writing the paper. (Use APA’s 6th edition format in the writing of your paper.)

Your paper must discuss ALL of the following questions:
1. What is the main purpose of the paper?
2. What are the important questions the paper is trying to address?
3. What facts, data, evidence (information) are you using to address the important questions of your paper?
4. What key concepts or theory are you using to address the questions?
5. What are the main inferences/conclusions in this paper?
6. What are the implications that can be drawn from this paper?

Evaluation criteria for the paper:
- You address the question fully (depth and breadth) as possible.
- There is clarity and logic in the organization of the paper.